Fatigue in chronic hepatitis C infection: Understanding patients' experience from a cognitive-behavioural perspective.
Fatigue is a leading concern of patients with chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection. Despite its clinical significance, fatigue in HCV is poorly understood and therefore invariably under-treated. A cognitive-behavioural approach offers a framework to understand and treat fatigue, but the characteristics of fatigue in chronic HCV infection have not been documented from a cognitive-behavioural perspective. This study captured the common and unique aspects of fatigue from a cognitive-behavioural perspective in individuals with HCV infection and clinically significant fatigue. Cross-sectional, qualitative using a critical realism approach. Fourteen individuals (64% women; age >18 years) participated in semi-structured interviews. The interviews documented the features, course, and perceived antecedents of fatigue; fatigue-specific cognitions; fatigue management behaviours; and the functional impact of fatigue. Participants' descriptions included the aspects of fatigue that have been targets of cognitive-behavioural therapy in other medical conditions, including attributing fatigue to the illness; expectation of chronicity; low control; and fatigue-driven coping. There were also components of fatigue experience that appear to be unique characteristics of fatigue related to HCV, including predominantly physical fatigue; high acceptance of fatigue; and liver-protective diet as a fatigue management behaviour. This was the first study to document the experience of fatigue in chronic HCV infection in a cognitive-behavioural framework. The findings suggest that the cognitive-behavioural approach can be applied to fatigue in chronic HCV infection. This would open an avenue to alleviate fatigue and thus improve the primary patient-reported outcome of the disease. What is already known on this subject? Fatigue is a key patient-reported outcome measure of chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection. Fatigue management is not part of the standard care, because fatigue is poorly characterized in this population. What does this study add? A cognitive-behavioural approach can be applied to understand fatigue in HCV infection. Identified aspects of fatigue (antecedents, consequences, cognitions, behaviours) that can be treatment targets. Cognitive-behavioural therapy would open a new treatment avenue to alleviate fatigue in HCV infection.